Meeting Agenda
March 19, 2015
Bachman 113, 9:30am – 1:30pm

Participants: Kyle Van Duser & Joy Nishida, Mānoa; Kainoa Ariola & Susan Brown, Hilo; Jim Cromwell & TBA, West O‘ahu; Ellyn Artis & Larry Abele, EDI; Joanne Itano & Susan Nishida, System

9:30 Welcome, Session Overview and Introductions

9:45 Taking Stock: Understanding Current Progress
Participants will discuss and share where each campus is in implementing some form of block scheduling and where we want to be. We will also reflect on the 15 to Finish and other pipeline data for additional context.

10:45 Break

11:00 Understanding our Block Scheduling ‘Delivery Chains’
Participants will then use the delivery chain framework to discuss who needs to be involved to maximize likelihood of success for the block scheduling efforts.

11:45 Defining Action Steps and Milestones (working lunch)
Teams will have time to framework to debate and define some actions and next steps for each campus—along with who needs to be involved and by when.

1:15 Determining Next Steps
We will use this time to summarize our decisions from the meeting and to discuss any other next steps.

1:30 Close Session